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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your company has set up AWS Direct Connect to connect
on-premises to an Amazon VPC instance. Two Direct Connect
connections terminate at two different Direct Connect

locations.
You are using two routers, R1 and R2, at your end (one of each
Direct Connect connection). R1 and R2 do NOT have connectivity
between them. Both routers advertise the same routers over BGP
to the VGW. You have a stateful firewall on each router. The
routers drop some of the traffic coming from the VPC.
Which two actions should you take to fix this problem? (Select
two.)
A. Use BGP MED attribute to assign a higher MED value to the
routes advertised from R2 to VGW.
B. Use BGP local preference attribute to assign R1 a higher
local preference number than R2.
C. Use BGP local preference attribute to assign R1 to a lower
local preference number than R2.
D. Use BGP AS prepend attribute to prepend additional AS
numbers while advertising routers from R1 to VGW.
E. Use BGP MED attribute to assign a higher MED value to the
routes advertised R1 to VGW.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named
fabrikam.com. The forest contains three domains named
fabrikam.com, sales.fabrikam.com, and contoso.com.
You recently added a site named Europe.
The forest contains four users who are members of the groups
shown in the following table.
You need to create a Group Policy object (GPO) named GPO1 and
to link GPO1 to the Europe site.
Which users can perform each task? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Siehe Ausstellung.
Der Netzwerkadministrator mÃ¶chte, dass der VLAN 67-Verkehr
zwischen Switch 1 und Switch 2 nicht markiert wird, wÃ¤hrend
alle anderen VLANs markiert bleiben sollen.
Welcher Befehl fÃ¼hrt diese Aufgabe aus?
A. Switchport-Trunk erlaubt VLAN 67
B. Switchport Private-VLAN-Zuordnungshost 67
C. Switchport Access VLAN 67
D. native vlan 67 des Switchport-Trunks

Answer: D
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